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1
The Libero stands up on its wheels:

Open the screw and take out the �xing rod. 

Unfold the bottom legs. The two-man-rods are 

free to be removed. Then unfold the top leg and 

remove the remaining rods.

2
Now tip over the Libero onto the top legs. 

Do so while holding the top legs.

3
Lift up the Libero on the other side and com-

pletely fold out both legs. Install the �xing rod 

and screw until tight. Unlock the bolts, turn 

down the goal boxes and secure them with the 

tension locks. Now take off the knurled nut and 

wheels.  
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On demand align the water level of the Libero 

with the adjustable feet. Take the goal roofs 

out of the folding compartment and �x them 

above the goal. Finished!

 

Release the tension lock and open up the 4 

folding doors. Set in the rods taking care that 

the brown bearing ring �ts into the U-form cut 

notch. Clap the 4 folding doors and secure with 

the tension lock.

set up libero

Screw back thenut onto the arbour 

and let the arbor disappear in the 

corpus. The wheels can be stored

in the folding compartment.
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1
Take away both goal roofs and put them into 

the folding compartment with the balls

and your knick knack. Take out the wheels 

and mount them onto to the arbor by �xing

them with the knurled nut.   

2
Open all four folding doors and take out the 

players. Close them again and secure them

with the tension lock.

3 Open the tension locks below the goal boxes, 

fold them into the play�eld and secure them 

with the bolts. Detach the �xing rod between 

the legs and take it out.
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Lift up the Libero on the other side and bring 

him to stand on its wheels. Store away all 

rods in sequence of  1  -  6  below the play-

�eld. Fold the legs above, then store rod           

7  -  8  and secure them with the velcro tape. 

Then fold the bottom leg, set in the �xing rod  

F  and screw it tight for secure transporta-

tion.               

Lift up the Libero on the front side where the 

wheels are (the notch below the goal is for 

your hand). Slightly fold the legs on this side 

and release the Libero body to the ground. 

disassemble libero
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